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THE PRAISE OF MUSIC

What lifts up the spirit from thoughts so oppressing

As well as the strain of a musical air,

Which has in its nature a charm so possessing

That it drives away gloom from the one in despair?

What time in our life has no need of the magic
Of music?—I tell you, you'll find there is none;

And as proof of this statement, just follow the tragic

Examples of life till its passage is done*

What soothes the wee infant, when sister or brother

Have failed to appease its young heart with their charms,

As well as the music that comes from its mother
When softly she sings as it rests in her arms?

What keeps the young people in Joy's happy dwelling

As well as the song or the dance of the day,

Which urges them on till their hearts are nigh swelling

With hope, that their talent they now might display?

What tends to awaken the memory's long slumber,

Or opens our hearts to the now passing joys.

As well as the tune of a long ago number
The music we loved at the time we were boys?

What sound is so welcome to soldier or trooper.

Engaging in fight 'neath the hot scorching sun,

As the music announcing that war's deadly stupor

Must now be forgotten?—the fight has been won!

What cheers our old feelings when age in its battle

Has burdened us all with the mark of its years

So well as the sound of our grandchildren's prattle

—

The music best fitted for old people's ears?

What will be more pleasing when life nears its ending.

And death hovers round till the break of the day.

Than the Chorus of Angels with music so rending

That sin and its horrors are driven away?

What need, then, of new things, since music is dearer

To man than the charms of all nature combined?

But hark to a warning; .Life's path will be clearer

If God is the music we all wish to find.
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